Other Recommendations Subgroup Meeting Notes
Date: Monday, March 7 2016 9:30 am

Present:
Patricia Haddad – NICRP/PCANV
Terri Miller - SEASAME
Jill Tolles –Original Task Force Member
Rachell Ekroos - CFNEI
1. Elect Subgroup Facilitator:
a. This position is still open. Send an email to csaptaskforce@unlv.edu if you are interested
or have any questions.
2. Meeting Tasks Update
a. Require medical professionals to have continued training in recognizing signs of child
sexual abuse.
i. Jill Tolles has volunteered to research how child sexual abuse prevention
curriculum can be introduced and mandated as part of Medical Professional
CMUs, and what would be required for implementation. Findings will be
reported at the next Task Force Meeting.
1. 3/7/16 Update:
a. Jill has reached out to Assemblywoman Joiner; she is
interested in sponsoring the BDR.
b. She was advised that there could be some potential pushback
if the bill requires that all physicians are mandated to take
these CMU. Language from other states indicate Nurse
Practitioners and Pediatricians are required to do the
continuing ed. We could also consider some combination of
requiring the CMU’s for some while making sure the option is
open for all.
c. This bill would also necessitate that training is guaranteed to
be offered.
d. The medical board does not set courses, this is the role of NRS.
b. PCANV will research child sexual abuse prevention legislation in other states as a
comparison for NV.
i. Prevention legislation in other states has been collected and attached for task
force members to review
c. “Pass the Trash” Legislation mentioned by Terri Miller (SESAME)– potentially adapt for
NV
i. Information regarding the SESAME bill and implementation in other states can
be found under the Other Recommendations resources on the Task Force
website found here: http://nic.unlv.edu/pcan/CSATaskForce2.html
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a. Terri has been in contact with Senator Toomey of PA in
regards to building comprehensive language for the NV “Pass
the Trash” legislation.
b. A combination of federal mandate legislation as well as model
language from PA would be necessary in order for the bill to
be completely comprehensive.
c. Terri has forwarded a compilation of state statues (attached to
these notes and can be found on task force website)
d. She has been in contact with Senator Harris and Senator Ford
to potentially support the bdr.
3. Other business:
a. Remember: Task force meetings are open to any and all interested parties and it is not
necessary to receive permission before inviting someone. If you have a contact that you
would like NICRP/PCANV staff to reach out to please send us their information.
4. Action Steps Before Next Meeting:
a. Read through SESAME example bill language for questions/clarifications. Terri offered to
invite an expert with the bill language to answer any questions to the next meeting, if
necessary.
b. Jill will give further update on CMU process as time permits.
5. Next Meeting:
a. TBD
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